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Let £ denote the reals or the complexes. For a topological space

X, let C(A) stand for the £-algebra of continuous maps A—>£. For

^4CA, let Ia(Fa) denote the ideal of maps vanishing on A (on a

neighborhood of A). It is well known [5, p. 329] that if X is compact,

lis an ideal of C(X), and A = fl {Z(f) =f~\0) |/£/}, then FaEIEIa-
This means that for compact X, an examination of the ideal struc-

ture of C(A) can proceed piecewise: it is enough to obtain information

about the ideals of the algebras Ia/Fa, AEX. For arbitrary X, such

an approach will not tell all,1 but it does serve to reveal the algebraic

complexity of C(A). For we will show that unless it is trivial, Ia/Fa

fails to contain minimal or countably generated maximal ideals, and

fails to have minimum or maximum condition even on ideals of the

form JI'FA, J an ideal of C(A) lying between FA and IA- Corollary

2 is a partial generalization of [2, Theorem 5.2, p. 663] which we

apply to show that the countably generated ideals of C(A) are rarely

closed in the locally w-convex topology of uniform convergence on

the compact parts of X (Corollary 3).

Lemma. IfgEC(X)-FA, g(£gIA + FA.

Proof. Suppose instead that g = gf+h for some fElA, hEFA.

h vanishes on some neighborhood U containing A, and since

V=f~1(B(0, 1/2))C\U is a neighborhood of A and g<£FA, g(x)^0
for some x£ V. But then/(x) —g(x)/g(x) = 1, a contradiction.

This means in particular that neither IA/FA nor IA has a (nonzero)

identity. For choose g£Jx — Fa. If either has an identity, there is an

/££i with fg — gEFA, and hence gEglA + FA in violation of the

lemma. So a distinction should be made between the ring and the

algebra ideals of these algebras. "Ideal" will mean ring ideal. Of

course if J is an ideal of C(A) lying between FA and I a, it is an alge-

bra ideal of Ia and J/FA is an algebra ideal of IA/FA.

Theorem 1. Ia/Fa has no (nonzero) minimal (ring or algebra)

ideals. In fact if I is a nonzero ideal of Ia/Fa, there is an ideal J of

C(X) lying between Fa and IA such that O^J/Fa^I.

Received by the editors May 20,1968.
1 In fact, a completely regular space X is compact iff every proper ideal of C(X)

is contained in some Ip, pEX [3, pp. 58-59].
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Proof. Let P'.Ia-^>Ia/Fa be the projection map and / a nonzero

ideal of Ia/Fa- P~x(I) is an ideal of Ia properly containing FA, and

we may choose an fEp~l(I) — Fa- For each positive integer n, set

Jn=fnlA + FA. J„ is an ideal of C(X) and FJiCJr»+iC/nC£-1(JO- So
it is sufficient to show J„+i^/„ for each n. If instead Jn+x = Jn for

some n, fn+l=fnfEJn = Jn+x=fn+1lA + FA. But this contradicts the

lemma since Z(fn+1)=Z(f) implies fn+lEFA.

Corollary 1. Ia/Fa has minimum condition on ideals of the form

JI Fa, J an ideal lying between FA and I a iff Ia/Fa —0.

We can dualize Corollary 1 with "maximum" in place of "mini-

mum," although it is unclear whether the same is true for Theorem

1 (see Theorem 4).

Theorem 2. Ia/Fa has maximum condition on ideals of the form

J/FA, J an ideal of C(X) lying between FA and IA iff Ia/Fa =0.

Proof. If IA/FA 7^0, we may choose some gEPi — FA. One of Reg,

Img, which we denote by/, does not lie in FA. f is real-valued, so for

each positive rational r with odd denominator in lowest terms,

f(x)=f(x)r defines an element fTEC(X) and we have Z(fr) =Z(f).

Set In=pi*nIA + FA,n = l, 2, • • • . /i/3"=/i/3"+y2/3"+>; which isamem.

ber of 7B+i since Z(/2'3"+I) =Z(f)DA. So we have £iC£,C£,+iCPi.

Since In is an ideal of C(X), it is sufficient to show In?£ln+x for each

n. If instead In = In+i for some n,/1/3"'G£,+i = I„=fm''lA + FA, which

contradicts the lemma since Z(f113") =Z(f) and fEFa-

We should remark that if X is connected and A is a proper non-

empty zero set in X, then IA/FA 9^0. For if A =Z(f) for somefEC(X),

/ cannot vanish on any neighborhood of A without making X — A,

A a disconnection of X. Since every closed set in a metric space is

a co (and hence a zero set), this means if X is connected and metriz-

able and A is closed, Ia/Fa vanishes only in the trivial cases

A =X or 0.

We now turn to a dual version of Theorem 1. For BEC(X), set

ReS = {Ref\fEB} and ImB = {\mf\fEB} (of course if P is the reals
R, ImP = 0). For an ideal / of C(X) set BI= { lZifigi\fiEB, giEI
with sums finite}. Then BI is an ideal of C(X) contained in I. Finally,

if ReB=B and r is a positive rational with odd denominator in lowest

terms, let Br= {f\fEB}.

Theorem 3. Let Bbea countable subset of I a- If Ia/Fa is not trivial,

there is some proper prime algebra ideal of IA containing BIa + Fa.
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Proof. Define /:£—>£ by

l(y) = 1/log 2, y = J

= 1/log 1/y, 0 < y < i

= 0, y = 0.

Then IEC(R) and /(0)=0. By L'Hopital's Rule, for each positive

integer m, l(y)m/y1 °° as y I 0. Since Ia/Fat^O, we may assume

0^BEIa — Fa- Let {/„|« = 1, 2, • • • } be an enumeration of B

(with possible repetitions). Define

«(*)- Zl/2'(|/.-(*)| Al).
«-i

Then g££i and Z(g) = f1f" i Z(/i). Since each/i is not in £x, g$£^.

Set h = l o gEIA- We claim hm(£BlA + FA for each positive integer

m. If instead hmEBIA + FA for some m, there are giElA, l£i£n,

kEFA such that hm= Z"=i/•£•'+£• Choose an e>0 so small that for

0<y<e, l(y)m/y^l. Find a neighborhood 7 of 4 on which &

vanishes. Then

u = n krW. i/»2«)) r\frl(B(o, i))]r\vr\g-i(B(o, o)
i=l

is a neighborhood of ^4, and since g$£x, there is some xEU for

which g(x) ?^0. For each l^j^w, |/y(x)| <1 and so for each 1^'^m,

1/2* |/«(») |   ^ Z l/2'|/,(x) |   ^ Z l/2'|/i(«) | A 1 = g(x).

But 0<g(x)<e and |g,-(x)| <l/»2\ l^i^w, so we have

n

1 ^ /(g(*))"/«(«) = hm(x)/g(x) =    Z/<(*)*<(*)/«(*)
!=1

^ Z I H(x) I  I U(x) I /«(*) = Z 2' | ft(«) |   < 1.
t=l i=l

This contradiction shows ^EIa—BIa + Fa for each m. Since

BIa + Fa is an algebra ideal of I a, we can use Zorn's Lemma (as in

[4, p. 65]) to find a prime algebra ideal of I a containing

BIa + Fa which does not meet the multiplicatively closed set

[hm\m = l, 2, • • • }.

Corollary 2. Suppose X is completely regular and A is closed in X.

If I a is countably generated as an ideal of C(X), then A is open.
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Proof. If I a is generated as an ideal of C(X) by a countable set

D, then DEI a and IA=DC(X) = ReD C(X) +lmD C(X) = ReDl'*IA

-r-ImD1'3/^ (since for fED, Re/=Re/"3 ReP*EReD^IA, etc.)

= [ReP>1'3UImP»1'3] I a- So if we set B = ReD^VJImD1'*, B is a count-

able subset of I a and Ia=BIa + Fa. However, if {/B|ra = l, 2, • • • }

is an enumeration of D we have by the hypothesis on X and A that

A=r\{Z(f)\fElA}=\\{Z(f)\fED}=ZC£i-i l/2'l/.-l Al). So A
must be open, since otherwise, IA/FA9^0, and we would contradict

Theorem 3.

Corollary 3. Let X be a connected completely regular space. A

countably generated ideal of C(X) is closed in C(X) with respect to the

topology of uniform convergence on compacta iff it is trivial or all

of C(X).

Proof. Let I be a countably generated ideal of C(X) and set

A =H {Z(f)\fEl}- Since X is completely regular, the closure of I in

C(X) is I a [l, Theorem l(i)]. Thus if I is closed, I —I a and A is

open by Corollary 2. But since X is connected, A =X or 0, and so

I = Ix or 10; that is, 1 = 0 or C(X). The converse is obvious.

Corollary 4. Suppose X is compact and D is a countable subset of

C(X). Then the ideal of C(X) generated by D is sup norm closed in

C(X) iff D {Z(f)\fED} is open in X.

Proof. Let I be the ideal generated by D and set A = f) {Z(f) \ fED}.

Since A =f) {Z(f)\fEl} and X is compact, FaEIEIa- If A is open,
FA =Ia, and so I — Ia and is hence closed. Since Fa is sup norm dense

in I a, if / is closed, 1 = 1 a, and the result follows from Corollary 2.

Finally, we have the following partial dual of Theorem 1:

Theorem 4. Ia/Fa contains no (proper) countably generated maxi-

mal (ring or algebra) ideals. In fact, if I is a nonzero countably generated

ideal of Ia/Fa, there is an ideal J of C(X) lying between FA and IA

and a prime algebra ideal P of Ia containing Fa such that I%J/Fa

EP/Fa^Ia/Fa.

Proof. The first assertion follows from the second since if M is a

(proper) maximal ideal of Ia/Fa, Mt^O. Suppose J is a nonzero ideal

of Ia/Fa generated as an ideal of Ia/Fa by a countable set £. Choose

a countable subset D of I a such that p(D) =E where P'.Ia—^Ia/Fa

is the projection map. Then EEDC(X)/FA, so IEDC(X)/FA and

hence p-1(T)EFA+DC(X) = FA + SIA where 5 is the countable set

ReP>1/3WImD1/8. 7^0 means Ia/Fat*0 and Theorem 3 then implies

the    existence    of    a    real-valued    /GPa — SIa + Fa     (otherwise
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Ia = SIa + Fa). Set B = SV{f1'*} and J = BIA + FA. Then / is an
ideal of C(A) lying between FA and IA, and because /=/1/3/2'3

EJ-SIa + Fa and P'KVCSIa + Fa, J properly contains p~l(I).

Applying Theorem 3 to J gives a proper prime algebra ideal P of

Ia containing J, and passing to the quotient we have I^J/Fa

EP/Fa^Ia/Fa as required.
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